THANK YOU

For buying TruthDarePong! We hope
you will love this game as much as
we love making it.

PREPARATION
1. Place the cups on a long table

in your favorite formation, do the
same on the opposite side of the
table.
(5 red cups & 5 blue cups)

2. Fill the cups with a beverage of
your choice.
(keep it below the slope)

3. Choose your favorite assign-

ments and place them inside the
cups with “truth”, “dare” or ‘‘dirty
dare’’ facing upwards.

4 Fill the shot cup with a beverage
of your preference.

HOW TO PLAY
1. Make teams of one or more
players.

2. Take turns in throwing the ball,
the objective is to score inside the
opponent’s cup.

3. If your opponent scores, take out

the ball and the assignment card
and finish your drink.

4. After finishing your drink, you
need to fulfill the assignment.

5. If you refuse to do the assignment
written on the card you have to
take a shot.

6. Keep playing until one of the
teams has no cups left.

7. If your team has no cups left, you
lose the game.

Note: Red cups are meant for dares,
blue cups are meant for truth.
Dirty dares can be recognized by the
flames on the backside of the card.
WARNING/IMPORTANT

Remove the assignments that may not seem appropriate to you. We strongly advise not use alcohol beverages while playing TruthDarePong. If you choose to play TruthDarePong with alcoholic beverages, we advise you to be careful and not drink too much and make sure
you are not below the legal age in your country. Do not drink and drive. Do not drink and swim. Before playing TruthDarePong, please
consult the label of medication you are taking to make sure that the consumption of alcohol will not cause any problems. Do not exceed
the legal limit of alcohol consumption while playing TruthDarePong. Be informed that people who playing TruthDarePong are responsible for their own actions while playing. Mad Party Games cannot be held liable for any damage or accidents that may result from these
actions. Please read the warning before playing, failure to do so may result in injury or death. For more information, videos and games
check www.madpartygames.com All copyrights are reserved by Mad Party Games.

